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Summary

Plastic has facilitated advance innovation in our society, but our obsession with singleuse plastic convenience is taking us to devastating consequences. Plastics, in any
forms-straws, bottles, packing material ,bags, etc.-are clogging our planet. In order to
promote an environment which is pollution free, Social and Heritage Club, Prayatna,
invited suggestions from the students to make the college plastic free in some or the
other aspects. It was an offline event where students had to register on portal and send
in their suggestions via email to official email IDs of the organising clubs . It was a team
event wherein students participated in a team of two. Overall 15 teams registered for the
event and 13 teams submitted their suggestions. This competition inculcated
brainstorming among students and the best practical and feasible solution suggested by
the students was awarded with a cash prize. The judgement parameters were : Practical
Applicability , Ease of Adoption and Impact. Judges of the event were Dr. Smita Mishra,
Course Coordinator, BBA, Dr. Imran Khan, Incharge, Examinations, Dr. Sunil Kumar
Yadav Course Coordinator, MBA, and Mr. Somendra Kumar, Dean Students Welfare.
Students came up with wonderful suggestion to make campus plastic free right from
using wooden cutlery and glasses and plates in canteen to using steel glasses on
water coolers. The students also suggested that all students and faculty members
should carry their own steel bottles and refill them rather than buying mineral water
packed in plastic bottles. Promote practice of using refill rather than buying single
use pens. Celebrating a day in a week in which no members of RDIAS will be
carrying single use plastic in campus and a fine to the defaulter if he violates it thrice.
The students also suggested that all teachers should carry steel water bottles and
Leather file holders rather than plastic ones.
The winner of the event were awarded with cash prize and certificates.
Winners : Rashmi Mahendru & Simran Mehdiratta, , BBA who won a cash Prize of INR
1000.
First Runners Up : Vipul Saini & Himanshu Chauhan , BBA
Second Runners Up : Sanya Jindal & Anisha Gupta , BBA
Overall it was an event which gave the students a platform to display their concern
for mother nature as well as raise their opinion for making the Institution plastic free.
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Judges of the Event, in discussion to evaluate different opinions of students.
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5.Warm thanks to all the winners and participants for sharing their opinions on "Plastic free campus"

